
Are you looking for an opportunity to find 
a place for yourself in the event industry? 

Do you thrive on building relationships 
and working with a diverse team? 

Are you detail-oriented but never lose 
sight of the ultimate vision?

Footers Catering is at the forefront of the event

industry. Our company is recognized nationally

for exceptional customer service, culinary

innovation, hospitality excellence, and creating

a company culture that celebrates the hard

work of our employees. Our success is driven

by the innovation and passion of our team.

FOOTERS CATERING IS LOOKING 
FOR LEADERS TO JOIN OUR 

EVENT COORDINATION TEAM



Footers Catering event coordination team handles over 700 weddings,

fundraisers, corporate and social events each year. We take a team

approach to planning exceptional events and curating industry leaders.

 

Footers SALES COORDINATORS are responsible for converting 85% 

of prospects into long-term clients by understanding our clients’ 

needs and vision. They specialize in designing logistically complex

events and innovative menus. Sales Coordinators take pride in building

long-lasting and trusting relationships with our clients. It is a full-time

position with benefits that include health insurance reimbursement,

paid time off, daily lunch, and an awesome work environment. Pay

range for the first year is $40,000- $50,000 base salary depending on

experience and qualifications, plus bonus opportunities upon achieving

and exceeding sales goals.

 

Coordinators work closely with Footers EVENT PRODUCERS, who

coordinate all of the details to bring the event vision to life. Event

Producers have keen eyes on event logistics, collaborating closely 

with Footers on-site culinary and hospitality teams, and

communicating day-of adjustments with vendor partners. They are

expert multi-taskers, seamlessly organizing details for multiple events

each week. It is a full-time position with benefits that include health

insurance reimbursement, paid time off, daily lunch, and an awesome

work environment. The pay range for Event Producers is $35,000-

$45,000 depending on experience and qualifications.

If you believe you have the talent to diligently plan extraordinary

events and be a leader at Footers Catering, please send us your 

resume and half page write up about your most successful event

planning experience. Make sure to include your detailed role in the

event, and how you overcame any challenges. We believe your

accomplishments are more important than your resume, and will 

read them first. Submit to: 

Anthony Lambatos

“The Coach”  |  Footers Catering CEO

Anthony@FootersCatering.com  |  303.762.1410


